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'Secret' file on the cover of Greg's book radiates when you get to 'Perpetual 
Motion' knowing Oppenheimer at Los Alamos wrote this 'Secret' file on the cover 
of Greg's Book on Amazon. 

2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog of War with the Bone Saw Virus. Set in his Ways 
filling up with gasoline in a Paris gas station not interested in Pasteur Institute's 
Ways like Key West not building a Hospital on Key West Island - Truman 
Waterfront park at the Navy Dock not "Truman Hospital" - "Trump Hospital" 
will not be built in Key West or NYC, grin. 

2-5-2019 Pasteur killed by Today's Bone Saw's covered with Virus + Cancers; 
"Between Trump and Pelosi, a Chilly Confrontation" Mr. Trump declined to shake 
Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s hand. She omitted his ceremonial introduction and ripped 
up his speech at the end. 



2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog of War with the Bone Saw Virus... $2.5 Trillion 
spent on the Virus War's... Hell No We Won't Go!! 

WHO on page 84A of the NY Times reports 1 million Children will be infected with 
Rabbies, many will die a tortured death worst than Mr. Limbaugh, death after his 
lung transplants. His lung transplants will be censored by Google and YouTube 
videos. As to Gross. 

Censored Virus News from China - According to the World Health Organization, 
55000 cases of rabies are reported annually with 95% of these cases occurring in 
Africa and China. 

However, most of the cases of rabies that are reported occur in children that are 
between the ages of 5 and 15; this can be due to lack of education on the virus or a 
child’s naiveté. Or Trump spending $2.5 Trillion at MIT not Pasteur Institute. 

"Disney Hospital" Star Wars at Galaxy Edge will build a Hospital there with a 
floor for Pasteur's. 

2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog of War with the Bone Saw Virus. Mr. Limbaugh, 
award on his death bed by the Trump's who kill him with cancer's for the glory of 



War's 2.5 Trillion spending spree in 2019 on MIT Drones and missiles not Pasteur 
Rabbies and Cancer cure Rx Recipe. 

2-5-2019 2.5 Trillion spent on War not HIV - Another H.I.V. Vaccine Fails a Trial, 
Disappointing Researchers. After more than 30 years of research, 1.7 million people 
are still infected each year with HIV and few can sue those who gave them HIV. 
iPhone 11 Max caller ID could have warned them the caller has HIV this was killed 
by Tim Cook. 

2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog of War with the Bone Saw Virus... $2.5 Trillion 

2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog of War with the Bone Saw Virus... $2.5 Trillion 
spent on the Virus War's... Hell No We Won't Go!! 



2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog of War with the Bone Saw Virus... $2.5 Trillion 
spent on the Virus War's... Hell No We Won't Go!! 



HIV, Flu Virus, Every NYC Cop can search WHO has what virus on their iPhone 
11 Max but not Today; Since the department began issuing smartphones in 2015, 
some 37,000 iPhones are now in use, he said, adding that the phones give officers 
the ability do quick searches themselves of department databases, instead of 
waiting for busy radio dispatchers to relay information. Database of Virus Suspects 
or just the Crime Boss coughing near a baby would would have gotten Whooping 
Cough that night if not for the NYC cop. 100 kids in NYC were murdered by the 
Whooping Cough Virus, alerts on the New 2020 iPhones. Not until Ivanka kids are 
infected with a virus. 

2-5-2019 War's 2.5 Trillion direct deposited to the Pasteur Institute 

2-5-2019 War's 2.5 Trillion was spent on smalls H-Bomb for Key West Navy Subs 

2-5-2019 War's 2.5 Trillion was spent on Jewish Exodus to Sirius Inventions. 500 
Times faster than the speed of light in a Verizon 5G cell call to Jewish Aliens. 
Ruling Class Elite Jews will spent this 2.5 Trillion in 2020 but not on 5G inventions. 



2-5-2019 Navy Ships to House all the Homeless in Mecca after the War is won by 
the 2020 Ford WindmillCAR and RVHome! Yes you can sleep in your RV parked 
on a Key West Street. No need for electric plug in you have trillions of volts, amps 
from a 5" windmill. 

"Presidential Medal of Freedom." 

"Freedom From Cancer and Rabid Bone Saw Virus Men" 

"Freedom Tower in NYC a 'West Point Medical School' 

2-5-2019 Cancer Freedom is not a USA War; Melania Trump, the first lady, 
presenting Rush Limbaugh with the Presidential Medal of Freedom." 

2-5-2019 Rabid Dogs and Cats Today still bite little girls; Mr. Limbaugh, who has 
often been photographed smoking a cigar, questioned the link between smoking 



and cancer in 2015. The Gap Between the Haves and Have-Nots of Smoking and 
Drinking, Eating Red Meat, Bacon, Sausage, Eggs Widens as these links like the 
China Virus have no idea the Pasteur Institute is Open for Business. Paris is 
burning 

2-5-2019 Rabid Dogs and Cats Today still bite little girls; Seated just behind the 
president, Ms. Pelosi grimaced and shook her head several times during his 
address. Moments after Mr. Trump finished and was basking in applause from 
Republicans, the speaker ripped up the pages of his speech, holding them high for 
the cameras to catch her unmistakable statement of scorn. 

2-5-2019 Trump is the Rabid Dog with the Bone saw virus Pasteur Cure 100 years 
ago in Paris. 

2-5-2019 Rabid Dogs and Cats Today still bite little girls; Pentagon trains Iraqi 
Pilots at all AF bases and they bite the Generals infecting them with God is Great 
you Infidels. 



2-5-2019 Rabid Dogs in India bit millions of children yes Pasteur is on the No Fly 
List by; an ideology that animates Mr. Modi and his Bharatiya Janata Party — is 
premised on the idea that India is a Hindu nation and that minorities, especially 
Muslims, must subscribe to Hindu primacy that has nothing to do with Pasteur or 
winning a Nobel in Medicine for Zero cases of Rabbies in Children, down from 
millions today. WHO ideology that infects Modi. Mr. Modi, to turn India into a 
Hindu nation, Not a Pasteur Nation of Nobel in Medicine winners for India, why 
did Modi kill Pasteur and millions of children bit by a rabid dog. WHO at the UN 
Failed. 

2-5-2019 Cancer Causing White Women Representative Debbie Mucarsel-Powell, 
Democrat of Florida, and other women wearing white on the House floor. Olivia 
Newton John was in hysterical over these 'White' Women. Olivia was dressed in a 
Pink Star Outfit fit enough to put 4 Trillion Rx Recipes all trade secrets in the 
public domain with Win 10. Girl in 'White' will give their girls Girl Scout Cookie 
Recipes not Rx Recipes. Death by Breast Cancer because mom made her make Girl 
Scout Cookies not Rx Recipes. All Senators will have a Yale MD after the 
Revolution in Paris at the Pasteur Institute. 

2-5-2019 Virus Exposes Cracks in Car makers’ Chinese Supply Chains 

2-5-2019 Made in China Can Openers, millions trashed, broken opening its first 
can. Can of Gas from China, gas tanks made in China. Fiery Wrecks... Exposes 
Cracks in Car makers’ Chinese Supply Chains. 



2-5-2019 Trumps Fiery Wrecks, Why does he do this Today, MOORE, Okla. — A 
day after losing his son in a car wreck, a grieving father drove his pickup truck 
onto a crowded sidewalk near a suburban high school outside of Oklahoma City, 
killing two teenagers and plunging the community into a wider circle of grief. Four 
other students were injured in Monday’s after-school tragedy, and police officers 
arrested the man, Max Leroy Townsend, a few blocks away. “The big question a lot 
of people have is why — what happened, why did this happen,” Sgt. Jeremy Lewis 
of the Police Department in Moore, Okla., said on Tuesday. Trumps Fiery Wrecks, 
Why does he do this Today. Fiery Wrecks every Day in 2020 carnage of fiery 
wrecks he left behind on East Main Street stunned students, parents, teachers and 
administrators. 2 White Men at 1984 HQ know why they keep their Pilots Door 
bolted. 

2-5-2019 War's $2.5 Trillion; they killed everyone on Earth to spend the Money at 
MIT on Drones and Missiles. "Karl Karlsen killed his son in 2008 to collect a 
$700,000 life insurance policy. On Monday, he was convicted of murdering his wife 
in 1991 for the same reason." By SANDRA E. GARCIA 

2-5-2019 Avalanche $ 2.5 Trillion spent on the iPhone App rescuers searched for 
survivors of a deadly avalanche in eastern Turkey, a second avalanche swept down 
the same slope on Wednesday, killing more than 30 people and injuring many 
more. The confirmed toll from the two slides in a mountainous area of Van 
Province climbed sharply through the day, reaching 38 dead, including 33 rescuers, 
and 53 injured, according to the national disaster management agency. Officials 
estimated that 10 to 15 people were still unaccounted for. Greg worked building 
Avalanche Beacons in Boulder Colorado. The first one they made in 1980 they were 
still selling the very same model in 2000 with no upgrades at all. I expect Turkey 



didn't buy any of these for the 33 rescuers buried deep in the snow. Yes they would 
have worked, the 1980 Model of the Avalanche Beacon would have beeped. $2.5 
Trillion spent by President Recep Tayyip Erdogan on 2020 Model would be one out 
of Star Wars. Erdogan will blame Trump for sanctions on the 1980 Model 
Avalanche Beacons Greg built in Boulder, Colorado and yes I have one picture of 
these you can search for on my Web. The first avalanche, on Tuesday, barreled into 
a passenger van, knocking it off a road and down a steep slope, killing at least five 
of the 14 people inside, local news reports said. Officials estimated that 200 to 300 
people were searching on Wednesday morning for victims still buried under the 
snow when the other avalanche struck. The victims included soldiers, village 
guards, firefighters and civilians who had joined the rescue efforts. 

This is the same exact Beacon Greg built in 2005 its the same one the engineer 
designed in 1980 in the factory in Boulder Colorado and it would have saved 33 
lives in Turkey yesterday. 



This is the same exact Beacon Greg built in 2005 its the same one the engineer 
designed in 1980 in the factory in Boulder Colorado and it would have saved 33 
lives in Turkey yesterday. 

2-4-2020 Mr. Limbaugh, who has often been photographed smoking a cigar, 
questioned the link between smoking and cancer in 2015. The Gap Between the 
Haves and Have-Nots of Smoking and Drinking, Eating Red Meat, Bacon, Sausage, 



Eggs Widens as these links like the China Virus have no idea the Pasteur Institute 
is Open for Business. Paris is burning with many different protest, none about 
building the Yale-Paris Medical School on the site of the burned out Notre-Dame 
Church. NYC Freedom Tower gave Limbaugh the right to buy cigars, America 
freedom to cut ahead of Saudi Prince at Yale getting treatments for Lung Cancers. 
No women Pink are allowed to cut in front of the lung cancer line of Saudi and USA 
Men. Learning From Jeff Bezos - the hard way he should have picked 4 Yale MD 
women as girl friends. 1984 Power Failure brings delays in the Rx Recipes latte at 
Starbucks world wide. China Xi failed on the Rx Virus Latte at Starbucks China, 
trade war news for a year instead of 1 Click Amazon link to the Virus specs and 
genius tutors to get a Rx Recipe for a Virus Cure. 

2-4-2020 We need to question the Editors at the NY Times for this weak link, make 
Dr. Lisa Sanders the new Editor in Chief Super Bowl Winner here at the NY Times 
and fire the current Editors of the NY Times, really. 

...links to faster than the speed of light by 500 times in Beyond Verizon G5 tech 
articles. Specs on G5 should be in the public domain for inventors... 

2-4-2020 We also need to link Jewish Exodus to Sirius and making contact with 
Aliens to a Futuristic Nobel Prize with Editorials in the Times and links to faster 
than the speed of light by 500 times in Beyond Verizon G5. Specs on G5 should be 
in the public invention domain like Win 10. Question the links between solar 
systems when the nearest star at 4 light years is beyond the intelligence of Mr. 
Limbaugh who wasted his life on talk radio that is not linked to Jewish Aliens at 
Sirius. 

4,000 Rx Recipes should be in the Public Domain for inventors, Rx Recipe for a 
Starbucks latte... 



2-4-2020 Mr. Limbaugh who wasted his life on talk radio that is not linked to 
Jewish Aliens at Sirius. In 2020 Ivanka will be on "The Talk" and "The View" in 
video conferencing with Jewish Aliens at several Nearby Stars. So Talk up G5 at 
500 times faster than the speed of light for communication that is not Mr. 
Limbaugh smoking; often been photographed smoking a cigar, questioned the link 
- link to City Hall Key West smoking a cigar will bankrupt the city when Mr. 
Limbaugh dies a tortured death as he most likely bought some cigars in Key West. 
City Hall banned plastic wrap for cigars but not cigars will be the big argument in 
the libel trial against Key West. 

2-4-2020 Rip Off Store Signs in Key West on Duval aim at the Women's Cosmetics 
Store. Mr. Limbaugh will visit Key West and get one of their White Rip Off Store 
Signs for the Cigar Store, he will only be there a few minutes but his picture will be 
on the front page of the NY Times the next day. 



2-4-2020 Rank Dr. Lisa Sanders MD radio talk show diagnosing Mr. Limbaugh's 
day to day treatments and test with a Army of MD talking in the background. This 
is talk radio at Disney Yale Hospital Star Wars Galaxy Edge newest addition to the 
park. Disney Hospital on a Private Island. 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's


